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ABSTRACT 

In 1995 Kobe earthquake innovated geodetic networking with GPS observations, and in 2018 
Geospatial Information Authority of Japan (GSI) has been monitoring more than 1300 
electronic control points nationwide in Japan. GeoNet introduced Parameter Estimation 
approach in geodetic networking using GEONAP since 2000, and now proceeded to integrated 
geodetic networking among GNSS, levelling and gravity measurement, using PANDA. Kobe 
harbor is now preparing for tsunami disaster caused by Nankai Trough Earthquake. For this 
purpose GeoNet and Kobe University set up Kobe pentagonal reference stations for 1 second 
adjustment monitoring (Kobe GNSS networking).  As for the preparatory procedures, GEONAP 
nationwide network adjustment and Kumamoto and Kyoto-Osaka regional adjustments were 
successfully completed along with active faults lines. As deformation monitoring is closely 
related with cadastral system for reconstruction projects, the author presented provisional 
specifications for public cadastral survey projects with 4 major approaches of GNSS networking 
and helicopter and satellite photogrammetry. Kobe GNSS networking could confirm an 
authentic specification for earthquake prediction and alert residents with substantial measure 
against expected natural disasters. 

 
 

Introduction 
 

Japan Electronic Control Points (ECPs) of 1300 weatherproof reference stations by Japan GSI have been 
observed since 1994 nationwide for earthquake prediction and geodetic control points networking. UN-GGRF 
initiative requires precise national geodetic networking. German DREF networking adjusted GNSS, levelling and 
gravimetric networks with several mm level accuracy in 2010. As we have been using static and mobile GNSS 
surveying of parameter estimation approach since 1999, we proceed to geodetic networking of 3 components of 
plate tectonic monitoring with real time observation-adjustment solution supported with the most powerful 
super computer environment in Kobe city. As the model area for real time observation, Kobe University; maritime 
science campus area is now selected for both high tide and tsunami disaster area innermost part of Osaka bay. 

Practical applications are not only earthquake-tsunami prediction but 3D cadastral survey for preparatory and 
reconstruction public projects, as we have learned from 1995 Kobe earthquake. For this purpose we apply 
helicopter photogrammetry, developing automatic bundle triangulation and camera calibration of digital cameras. 
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1.  IGS-Japan-Kobe-Osaka-Kyoto-1sec;σ=1cm-Earthquake Monitoring on 3D-CAD and CAD-Globe 
 
 

PARAMETER ESTIMATION ; Satellite Geodesy Dr. G. Seeber (Univ. Hannover; Institute of Geodesy) 
2001 and DREF91;1999 gave us the basic procedures for nationwide geodetic networking in Japan.  

 
Fig. 1  Satellite Geodesy - G Seeber and DREF91 

 

In practice, Japanese approach in Satellite Geodesy has been driven by so called “interferometric  
approach”  by The Geospatial Information Authority of Japan (GSI). On the contrary, we have been 
using Parameter Estimation approach in Satellite Geodesy with observation equations and error 
parameters as follows; 

 
Fig. 2   Parameter Estimation approach in Satellite Geodesy and Interferometric approach : Japan GSI 
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Now we are to establish 3 zonal networking of land- seashore- near trough reference stations of 
Japanese archipelago as a whole utilizing IGS (International GNSS service)’ 500 references as follows; 

 
Fig. 3  IGS network on CAD globe and land- see shore- trough reference stations of Japan islands 

 

2. Summary on GEONAP geodetic networking in Japan 
 

Considering Osaka meteorological bureau’s nationwide disaster monitoring project with super 
computer “ Kyo” in Kobe, we have evaluated 1sec ;σ=1cm accuracy earthquake monitoring for 
Kobe( Arima-Takatsuki fault), Osaka ( Uemachi-active fault) and Kyoto( Hanaore-active fault), using 
Parameter Estimation approach; GEONAP geodetic networking, with not only 30 sec. but also 1 sec. 
datasets of Japan GSI’s ECPs before and after 2011.3.11 East Japan earthquake. The earthquake in 
2011.3.11 has still now seriously influenced social infrastructures. 

 

2.1 Osaka-Kyoto-30sec-GEONAP: 2010-091, 2011-070, -080, 2014-047, 2017-055 
 

13 Reference stations of Japan GSI’s ECPs were adjusted by GEONAP, and summarised for external 
accuracy( discrepancies from official coordinates) and standard deviation of the unknown coordinates. 

 

 

 
Fig.4  Kyoto ( Hanaore fault) : Osaka (Uemachi fault) 

Kyoto Univ. GNSS antenna and Japan GSI’s ECPS (13 reference stations) 
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In Osaka-Kyoto active faults area, 13 ECPs have been monitored by GEONAP network adjustment, comparing 
with 2010 official coordinates and adjusted standard deviations at monitored 13 ECPs. The results requires 
consistent nationwide networking, like German DREF91 and DREF08, with respect to the accuracy. The integrated 
geodetic networking with levelling and gravity networking is also expected for earthquake prediction. 

 

Table 1.  Osaka-Kyoto network with 13 ECPs; 2010(091),2011(070),2011(080),2014(047) , 2017(055) 

 
 
2.2  All Japan( 7 Pts) - Osaka- Kyoto(13 Pts)= 20 ECPs- 30sec-data GEONAP geodetic networking 
 

 As IGS has 500 reference stations with 30sec observable and official coordinates, we conducted 
30sec-data GEONAP geodetic networking, using GPS data only as the first stage towards multi GNSS 
networking. Next figure and table shows the first result of simultaneous adjustment of Japan islands as 
a whole of 7 ECPs and in Kyoto-Osaka area of 13 ECPs with 2010-2017 datasets. 

 

 
Fig.5  Nationwide 7 ECPs and Kyoto-Osaka 13 ECPs in 2017(DOY055): σ and discrepancies 

This nationwide and simultaneous geodetic network adjustment promotes the forthcoming UN-GGRF initiative 
oriented ITRF global geodetic networking. For this purpose, we will proceed to compare world well known 
“Bernese” and “GEONAP” for other applications, like cadastral survey and GISe projects in Asian countries. 
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2.3 GN-SMART (PEGASUS-FKP) for 1sec 1cm real time and continuous Geodetic Network Adjustment 
 

For Earthquake Prediction and Cadastral Reconstruction Survey based on AFIS ( German cadastral survey  
system),  real time GN-SMART was applied with  Japan GSI ECPs 1sec data. 1sec 1cm accuracy Single point 
geodetic network adjustment for Cadastral Reconstruction Survey is now authorized by Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism: cadastral survey office as “One step parcel cadastral surveying” directly 
derived from ECPs reference stations. PEGASUS – FKP satellite surveying approach and effect is illustrated as 
follows, utilizing (Pseudo Range Error Correction Surface) based bundle adjustment. 

 

 
Fig.6   PEGASUS-FKP effect vs RTK solution : Kobe-FKP - VRS comparison 2018-07-31 
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2.4  1sec 1hr.-session Geodetic Network Adjustments Kyoto - Osaka – active faults area ; 2011  
 

Kyoto-Osaka 15 ECPS -2011 DOY080-b-x-sessions out of DOY 067-070-080 are shown in the next map 
and a result table. New findings are enough accuracy in 1hr session and efficiency of least square 
adjustment vs. baseline correction in RTK according to the official surveying specification in Japan. 

 
Fig.7  1sec data-1hr session adjustment (GN-SMART post processing) for 2011 DOY080-b-x-sessions 

 
 

3.  σ= 1cm Helicopter photogrammetry for 3D cadastral survey with precise GNSS surveying 
 
Being accelerated by BIM (in Japan, i-Construction) initiative of 3D modelling of city and infrastructure, precise 

photogrammetry by helicopter- automatic bundle triangulation and real time GNSS surveying are to be realized in 
Kobe university, using rigorous and sound solution of geodetic network adjustment software combined with 
authentic least square adjustment software. As the first stage of helicopter photogrammetry were conducted 
from Kobe airport, using Robinson helicopter and Japanese digital cameras, including camera calibration on 
Japanese typical tumulus as calibration site as follows; 

 

  

 
Fig. 8   Flight plan/index map (GoshikiDuka tumulus/ Kobe Univ. maritime science)  

: Helicopter image and Helicopter camera mounting  
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 3.1  Flight planning and accuracy estimation for GoshikiDuka tumulus and Kobe Univ. ; Maritime science  
 
As for accuracy estimation in flight planning, we considered the 3 major aspects of aerial photography, i.e. 

vibration, foreword motion blur and B/H ratio based height accuracy as follows; 

 
Fig.9   Photogrammetric accuracy, Foreword motion blur and Accuracy calculation 

 

 
Fig. 10  GoshikiDuka tumulus area and Kobe Univ. maritime science campus area  

: flight plan – exposures and flight accuracy table 

 

Fig.11   GoshikiDuka 2019-03-13 : Stereo Matching DEM contour lines on Ortho Mosaic image map 

 

Fig. 12  Kobe Univ. : Maritime science campus, GCP- VRS GNSS surveying  

– OrthoMosaic contours and 3D-diorama 

 After having learned from 1995 Kobe earthquake, we have now realized 1sec. σ=1cm GNSS surveying, and are 

planning UN-GGRF initiative based on IGS references (500 stations). Earthquake and Tsunami prediction is now 

supported by parameter estimation approach in satellite geodesy. As for national land administration system, we 

are now cooperating with German GeoInformationsSysteme (GISe) with legal, administrative and technological 

systems, related with satellite geodesy and Helicopter / Satellite photogrammetry: 3D image modelling on 3D-

CAD systems. Now we establish basic textbooks and practical systems, with 3D digitizers on 3D-CAD system, as 

our ancestor surveyors did in 1820s and 1880s, based on universal and specific theory and instruments, against 

the expected natural and artificial disasters, such as earthquake, tsunami, typhoon and atomic explosion. 

3.2   Subjects for precise 3D Image Modelling after camera calibration 

 For practical and authentic Helicopter photogrammetry, we need the following subjects to be realized on 

helicopter and digital camera; i.e. flight – planning- controlling units and camera calibration cubic frame. 
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Fig. 13  Calibration Cubic and Total Station measurement : Photogrammetry - 3D Image Modelling 

  

Fig. 14  GCP111 before/after camera calibration : GCP444 before/after camera calibration 

Conclusion 
 

For resilient national land administration, earthquake prediction and reconstruction of the Nankai 
trough area is indispensable by precise surveying approaches. UN-GGRF initiative supports nationwide, 
regional and local geodetic networking in GNSS surveying and helicopter photogrammetry as the most 
effective approaches. Based on our parameter estimation approach in geodesy, bundle adjustment 
based photogrammetry and rigorous least square adjustment, Japanese surveyors will contribute for 
concrete counter measures against natural disasters, such as earthquake, tsunami and typhoon flood, 
in case of serious and sudden occurrence. For these accidents, we are now well prepared with 
theoretical references and well proven achievements, so we could proceed to take measures and 
establish the state of the art technology in 4D- Image Map Archive Designed Area Studies, configuring 
Historical Reality from existing historical maps and aerial/ satellite images, using photogrammetry. 
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